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We all have one thing we wish for on the first star of the night. For the last three
years, geeky high school senior Patrick Connolly has harbored a secret desire for the
attention of his beautiful and seemingly unattainable classmate Nualla--a girl he's never
even spoken to. However, when Nualla's abusive ex corners her in the deserted hallway of
their elite San Francisco private high school, will Patrick finally find the courage to
speak up? Or will his heart's desire remain a secret forever? This one decision could
spell his doom or be the answer to his dreams...or both. Because you see, his dream girl
has secrets of her own...like the fact she isn't even human.
One Line a Day for Teachers Record One Line a Day during your school year to capture the
memorable moments this year. This teacher journal is a fast, easy way to make sure the
best memories of the 19-20 school year are written down. It takes just a moment to jot
down one sentence that sums up what YOU want most to remember about the day. Makes
journal keeping fast, fun and easy. Perfect for the busy teacher in your life. Makes a
great first day of school teacher gift! This journal is 6x9" and fits great in your bag.
It is printed on white paper with black ink and has a matte softcover. There are enough
pages for an entire year of one liners. Want to see more Paperback Pretties? Visit our
Amazon page for journals, workbooks and planners. Click on the blue text Paperback
Pretties to see our entire library.
Journey to the Center of Prague! "If European cities were a necklace, Prague would be a
diamond among the pearls." -Jean-Claude Adéméci And there's no city in the world quite
like Prague, Czech Republic! And for a limited time, Passport to European Travel Guides
offers this comprehensive, yet quick and concise, 5-day guide to Prague-home to "Fred and
Ginger"-among a few other things! 5-Day Travel Guide to Unforgettable Czech Travel Have
no idea where to start? Or maybe you have some idea but could use a treasure trove of
great insider tips? Well, read on! You see, we know your trip begins long before you even
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book the flight, so this guide is chock full of dynamite tips on everything you need to
know BEFORE you go-and much, much more you'll thank us for! Passport to European Travel
Guides Features: * Dynamite Insider Tips-for tourists! We give you the scoop on
everything from local etiquette to saving money! * 5-Day Suggested Itinerary-cover the
best spots the city has to offer in 5 magical days! * Luxury Sleeps, Luxury Eats-our best
recommendations for ultimate luxury in Prague * Budget Sleeps, Budget Eats-best spots for
travelers on a budget * Map-of Prague * City Snapshot-language, currency, airports,
country code + more! * Before You Go-there are some things you need to know! * Getting in
the Mood-with a few great films and books to enjoy before you go! * Local Tourist
Information-where to find it once you're on the ground in Prague * Overview-of Prague *
Czech Phrases For Emergencies-least you'll know how to holler, "Help!" * Climate + Best
Times to Travel-to Prague * All About Tours-By bike, boat, bus or special interest and
walking tours + our top recommendations with links and more! * Prague Nightlife-the best
bars, clubs, live music, theater and dancing * Lots more-we aim to get you in the know!
One Line a Day Teacher Edition
Common Sense Pregnancy
One Line a Day Journal for Teens
5 Year Diary
I'm Glad My Mom Died
40 Homes
One Line a Day Journals for life-tracking and simple diary writing notebook for a 5-year span! Daily Paragraph Journal Space 365 days x 5
years Soft Matte Cover Premium Paper 6" x 9" Sturdy, Durable Design Start Anytime - Add Your Own Dates! Years ago, after my
grandmother's passing, we came across her old leather-bound five-year journals. They were simple, one line a day books, in five-year
groups, from her childhood on the farm during the Great Depression, and later in the '40s and '50s when she moved into town, got her
first apartment, went to college and even started courting my grandfather (among other young men!). She logged every little event from
game nights with relatives, programs they listened to on the radio, what she wore, the day she bought her own furniture to furnish her
new apartment, and she even logged the days she washed and permed her hair! I fell so much in love with these little snippets of life from
the woman I only knew in her old age and it occurred to me what a treasure these little paragraphs of her life really were - it was like a timemachine into the past and into her early life. Our One-Line-a-Day diaries are designed to pass along a line or two per day of your heritage
on to the next generation and passed down for decades to come. Designed with a paragraph of space for each of the 365 days in a year,
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times five! A beautiful gift for a loved one, elementary children, high school and college, these journals make the perfect space for
collecting memories, collecting simple gratitude affirmations - one day, one line at a time! (c)2019 Hinterland Journals & Keepsakes. All
Rights Reserved.
Canvas One Line a DayA Five-Year Memory Book
A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a former child
actor̶including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated relationship with her overbearing mother̶and how she retook control of
her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her first acting audition. Her mother s dream was for her only daughter to
become a star, and Jennette would do anything to make her mother happy. So she went along with what Mom called calorie
restriction, eating little and weighing herself five times a day. She endured extensive at-home makeovers while Mom chided, Your
eyelashes are invisible, okay? You think Dakota Fanning doesn t tint hers? She was even showered by Mom until age sixteen while
sharing her diaries, email, and all her income. In I m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in unflinching detail̶just as she
chronicles what happens when the dream finally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is thrust into fame.
Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators and getting on a first-name basis with the paparazzi ( Hi Gale! ), Jennette is
riddled with anxiety, shame, and self-loathing, which manifest into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy relationships.
These issues only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside Ariana Grande, her mother dies of
cancer. Finally, after discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette embarks on recovery and decides for the first time in her life what
she really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I m Glad My Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience, independence,
and the joy of shampooing your own hair.
Rainbow One Line a Day Diary
5 Year Daily Journal, Five Year Journal, 5 Year Memory Book, One Line a Day Diary, Black Cover
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day Notebook, Cute Sea Shells Cover
The Associated Press Stylebook 2015
Three Years of Daily Reflections and Memories
Moms One Line a Day Two Years of Precious Memories
A beautifully designed 5-year notebook that gives you space to be creative with your thoughts every day
- it's perfect for the modern you. * One line a day for 5 years, write about the best part of your day,
write a poem, write a special memory... * Premium Design * Soft matte cover * High quality * Durable *
5.5" x 8.5" size * Inspirational Cover This notebook can travel with you, wherever you go and help
inspire you to your best thoughts.
Become a mama without the drama When you’re pregnant, your friends, the Internet, and even your doctor
often give advice that leaves you anxious and overwhelmed. You deserve a calm, straightforward, nononsense pregnancy. It’s time to dial down the stress and dial up the common sense. Common Sense
Pregnancy is a breath of fresh air: accessible, authoritative, funny, reassuring, and personable, while
still chock-full of comprehensive, medically-sound advice. Women's health expert, labor nurse, mother
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of four, and Fit Pregnancy.com columnist Jeanne Faulkner has been at the bedside for thousands of
deliveries and provides the honest insider advice you need during pregnancy, labor, birth, and beyond,
including straight talk on: · Which prenatal tests you actually need, and which you don’t. · Who’s on
your labor team—and how to keep your labor room drama free. · What about sex? · How to deal with
feeling lousy. · What works and what doesn’t for starting labor naturally. · How to avoid unnecessary
and risky medical interventions. Whether you want your pregnancy and birth to be all natural, all
medical, or something in between, Common Sense Pregnancy eliminates the fear and puts you in charge of
your body and prenatal experience, and helps you make the right choices for you and your baby.
The effortless baby memory book for the busiest parents. A baby's first year is exciting--and
exhausting! With this beautiful baby memory book, you can create a special memento by writing just one
line about baby's life every day. Baby, You're Here! makes it simple for any parent to record the small
moments--along with big hopes and dreams that will grow with your little one. Customizable dates and
blank sections let you easily write down the highlights of your baby's day. Fun weekly prompts help you
capture each moment, so your child can read and relive them when they're older. Fill in growth charts,
immunization records, and your baby's favorite (and least favorite!) foods in this baby memory book for
easy reference. This baby memory book includes: For every family--Any parent and any family can create
a unique, lasting keepsake full of personal details from baby's first year. No pressure--No need to
build an elaborate baby memory book--you can write one sentence (or one word!) a day. A year of
firsts--Celebrate milestones with customizable sections for baby's "first times," holidays, and other
special occasions. Baby, You're Here! is a baby memory book to enjoy throughout your first year
together--and beyond.
My Baby
One Question a Day
A Book of Reflections by A.A. Members for A.A. Members
Mom's One Line a Day
Prague
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day
Notebook, Cute Teddy Bear Cover

A blue-covered edition of the classic journal devotes a page to every day of a five-year time span and features illustrations by an artist whose
work is regularly featured in The New York Times, in a volume that is complemented by a red ribbon bookmark and additional pages for
recording literary and travel experiences.
A One Line a Day Five Year Memory Book with Motivational and Inspirational Quotes from the best of the world's thinkers. Dated 365-day
journal - start any day of the year and begin recording five years of memories. College years are a unique, special time of life. With this
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inspirational journal, you can make a daily record of your college years, ensuring that your memories last a life time. Dated daily journal - start
any day of the year Includes 366 motivational and inspirational quotes (one for each day of the year, including leap years). Years begin with 20
and you fill in the year number so you can begin in any year Five blank lines per day/per year All five years are on one page for each diary date see all five years at a glance Large 8.5" x 11" size allows plenty of room for writing in each of the five years Includes a 3-page Notes section at
the back of the journal High-gloss stay-clean cover Designed in the U.S.A. Printed on high-quality paper Makes a great high school graduation
gift! This is a daily journal that you make your own - you can record emotions or just the facts. Include your day's highlights, lowlights, thoughts
or observations. After five years you will see an interesting picture of your unique college and post-college journey. Keep this journal by your
nightstand to write in daily; use a different pen color for each year to make each year stand out. This attractive One Line a Day journal makes a
wonderful college memory book and is sure to be treasured for years to come.
With 366 pages ( one for each day including leap year ) this Five Year Memory Book allows you to write down all the happy, precious and funny
memories about your baby. As the years pass by, you will have a snapshot of your thoughts and memories, giving you new perspectives and
insights. More Details include: 366 Dated Pages Five pre lined spaces ( write your own year) each day. High Quality white paper Beautifully
designed Soft Cover with an elegant Matte finish 6"x9" size. Make an amazing gift to any new Parent, perfect as a Baby shower gift or as an
invaluable gift to yourself!
One Line a Day Journal
One Line A Day Journal
Clever Little Hermes
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
Navigating a Healthy Pregnancy and Birth for Mother and Baby
One List a Day; a Three-year Journal
One Line A Day...2 Years Of Precious Memories A perfect baby shower, new Mom, and first Mother's Day gift. Capture the
everyday moments of motherhood with a quick and easy to maintain 2 year baby journal and memory book. More than a daily
diary or memory book Take away the guilt from not making that baby scrapbook with mom's one line a day, 2 year journal and
memory book. With enough space to record a single thought, a memorable milestone, or special event each day in the 2 year
journal. This beautiful keepsake makes sure those precious memories will last a lifetime. Looking back it will provide a lasting
snapshot of your thoughts, memories, and babies growth and progress on each of the 365 days of your baby's year. Perfect for the
busy mom on the go who wants to capture everyday moments of motherhood for 2 years in the grown of her baby. Daily diary
pages allow for an entry for 2 successive years - One journal entry for each of two years on a given date. A valuable alternative to
the five minute journal format Mom fans of the One line a day memory books will love to record and reflect on two years of babies
life in Mom's One line a day. Record the everyday moments of Motherhood before starting your busy day or before falling asleep
at night with a quick and easy to maintain 2 year memory book. Tracks for child's changes and progress from day to day or year to
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year and preserves memories The busy mom's memory book to remember 2 years of priceless moments A wonderful way to
record the everyday, small but significant events in your life as a Mom
This sweet new version of our classic bestselling One Line a Daymemory book features vibrant floral watercolor artwork on its
cover and within. With foil-stamped accents, gilded page edges, and a silky ribbon marker, this strikingly beautiful five-year diary
brings unexpected joy and reflection to each day, and makes an exceptional gift for Mother's Day, graduations, and all sorts of
springlike celebrations.
Jenny was left by her parents at a stanger's door. She goes from home to home hoping to find the home that will keep her and
love her . But every home gets ripped from her fingers . The only stable thing in her unstable life is the social worker at the State
Child Protection Office, Mary . Maybe with Mary, Jenny will find her way through the maze of life.
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day Notebook
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day Notebook, Cute
Birthday Cover
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day Notebook, Cute
Paris and Music Cover
One Line a Day: My College Years - A Motivational and Inspirational Five Year Journal
5 Year Daily Journal, Five Year Journal, 5 Year Memory Book, One Line a Day Diary, Vintage/Aged Cover

"Bruno doesn't like his new house. He had to leave all his friends behind in Berlin, and there are no children to play with here - until
Bruno meets Shmuel, a boy who lives on the other side of the wire fence near Bruno's house, and who wears a strange uniform of
striped pyjamas. A stunning anniversary edition of John Boyne's powerful classic bestseller, with illustrations from award-winning
artist Oliver Jeffers."
Mom's One Line a Day: A Five-Year Memory Book (New Mom Memory Book, Memory Journal for Moms, New Mom Gift Ideas).
is a beautifully designed, fun and easy way to record life's memories. With enough space to record a single thought, a family quote, or
a special event each day for five years.
Want to revisit previous thoughts and cherished memories but hate writing long entries? This is the journal for you. This classic
memory keeper is the perfect way to track the ups and downs of life daily for 365 days. This is a great journal, ideal for anyone who
either hates journaling but wants to do it to have something to look back on, or someone who enjoys ruminating over their day and
choosing one thing to highlight, or for anyone who just wants to keep a brief ongoing journal. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Simple
and easy to use, each day with five separate lined areas allowing you to write down and revisit your most precious memories. It's not
dated so it's never too late for you to start. Whether as a thoughtful gift or a journal for yourself, the pages are ready and waiting to be
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filled.A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a long time so you can always look back on your previous
entries without the worry that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure professional trade
binding so the pages won't fall out after a few months of use.WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to
avoid ink bleed-through. PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x 9") dimensions, you can squeeze it into a purse with ease.
It's easier to transport, the perfect size- easy to carry!COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to
choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and aim to provide the best writing
experience with our notebooks. Start your own journal or make a gift for anyone in the family and ensure your memories are never
forgotten. Get a copy now!
Canvas One Line a Day
A Two Year Memory Book(New Mom Memory Book, Memory Journal for Moms, New Mom Gift Ideas)
Listography
Family One Line a Day
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day Notebook, Cute
Cosmetic Makeup Cover
A simple journal that offers one question per day, to be answered on the same day for five years in a
row. The questions range from the prosaic ("What did you have for lunch today?") to the contemplative
("Can people really change?"), giving readers a comprehensive look back at their thoughts and feelings
over a five-year span. For anybody who has ever given up journaling after being intimidated when facing
a blank page, this book makes it easy to take a snapshot of your inner life in just a few minutes each
day. The beauty of this journal is that it enables readers to track their emotional growth as well as
keep track of memories, and provides an interesting walk down memory lane a few years later. The simple
one-question prompts make this book to journaling as adult coloring books are to art - a gateway product
with built-in creative inspiration. The specially-sized package features a printed flexi-bound cover,
four-color endpapers, quality paper, and bookmark ribbon.
A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the newspaper industry
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK A PENGUIN BOOK CLUB
PICK "Beautifully written and incredibly funny. . . I fell in love with Eleanor; I think you will fall
in love, too!" --Reese Witherspoon Smart, warm, uplifting, the story of an out-of-the-ordinary heroine
whose deadpan weirdness and unconscious wit make for an irresistible journey as she realizes the only
way to survive is to open her heart. No one's ever told Eleanor that life should be better than fine.
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Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles with appropriate social skills and tends to say exactly what she's
thinking. Nothing is missing in her carefully timetabled life of avoiding social interactions, where
weekends are punctuated by frozen pizza, vodka, and phone chats with Mummy. But everything changes when
Eleanor meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office. When she and Raymond
together save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the three become the kinds of
friends who rescue one another from the lives of isolation they have each been living. And it is
Raymond's big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find the way to repair her own profoundly damaged
one.
One Line a Day - a 5 Year Memory Book
Floral One Line a Day
Daily Reflections
Journal One Line a Day
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day
Notebook, Minimalist Blue Cover
A 5-Year Memory Book 5-Year Journal 5-Year Diary Notebook for Keepsake Memories and Journaling

Get creative and remember the days with this six-year memory book. Write down your goals for the month and
the dates to remember from the previous month. This is a perfect gift for yourself, a friend or a family member
who values special dates and memories. They will be able to look back at six-year memories with this journal.
This is a book of reflections by A.A. members for A.A. members. It was first published in 1990 to fulfill a long-felt
need within the Fellowship for a collection of reflections that moves through the calendar year--one day at a
time. Each page contains a reflection on a quotation from A.A. Conference-approved literature, such as
Alcoholics Anonymous, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, As Bill Sees It and other books. These reflections
were submitted by members of the A.A. Fellowship who were not professional writers, nor did they speak for
A.A. but only for themselves, from their own experiences in sobriety. Thus the book offers sharing, day by day,
from a broad cross section of members, which focuses on the Three Legacies of Alcoholics Anonymous:
Recovery, Unity and Service. Daily Reflections has proved to be a popular book that aids individuals in their
practice of daily meditation and provides inspiration to group discussions even as it presents an introduction
for some to A.A. literature as a whole.
A fresh retelling of the classic Greek myth about how a very young Hermes uses his wits (and some basic
arithmetic) to pull a very clever prank on his older brother, Apollo. Hermes soon realizes that pranks, no matter
how clever, can have unexpected consequences, and he learns a lesson about taking responsibility for his
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behavior.
One Line a Day, Five Year Memory Book for New Moms.
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line a Day
Notebook, Cute Sea Creature Cover
A Five-Year Memory Book
The Woman in the Window
Baby, You're Here!: A One-Line-A-Day Baby Memory Book
A Five-year Memory Book
This tactile new version of our bestselling One Line a Day memory book features a rich oatmealcolored, canvas cloth case, striking metallic page edges, and a ribbon page marker. Each page
features space to jot down an idea or daily highlight on the same date over five years, allowing
journalers to look back on years past as they capture the present. A handsome way to record and
reflect, this five-year diary makes an excellent gift for graduates, adventurers, dreamers, and
anyone embarking on a new phase of life.
From the Pulitzer-Prize-winning New York Times reporter who has defined Donald J. Trump's
presidency like no other journalist: a magnificent and disturbing reckoning that moves beyond
simplistic caricature, chronicling his rise in New York City to his tortured post-presidency and
his potential comeback. Few journalists working today have covered Donald Trump more extensively
than Maggie Haberman. And few understand him and his motivations better. Now, demonstrating her
majestic command of this story, Haberman reveals in full the depth of her understanding of the
45th president himself, and of what the Trump phenomenon means. Interviews with hundreds of
sources and numerous interviews over the years with Trump himself portray a complicated and
often contradictory historical figure. Capable of kindness but relying on casual cruelty as it
suits his purposes. Pugnacious. Insecure. Lonely. Vindictive. Menacing. Smarter than his critics
contend and colder and more calculating than his allies believe. A man who embedded himself in
popular culture, galvanizing support for a run for high office that he began preliminary
spadework for 30 years ago, to ultimately become a president who pushed American democracy to
the brink. The through-line of Trump’s life and his presidency is the enduring question of what
is in it for him or what he needs to say to survive short increments of time in the pursuit of
his own interests. Confidence Man is also, inevitably, about the world that produced such a
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singular character, giving rise to his career and becoming his first stage. It is also about a
series of relentlessly transactional relationships—with girlfriends and wives, with Roy Cohn,
with George Steinbrenner, with Mike Tyson and Don King and Roger Stone, with city and state
politicians like Robert Morgenthau and Rudy Giuliani, with business partners, with prosecutors,
with the media, and with the employees who toiled inside what they commonly called amongst
themselves the “Trump Disorganization.” That world informed the one that Trump tried to recreate
while in the White House. All of Trump’s behavior as President had echoes in what came before.
In this revelatory and newsmaking book, Haberman brings together the events of his life into a
single mesmerizing work. It is the definitive account of one of the most norms-shattering and
consequential eras in American political history.
The Marked Ones Trilogy, Book 0. 5
Beautiful Stranger
A School Year Memory Book
Confidence Man
A Five-Year Journal
5 Year Journal One Line a Day, One Line a Day a Five Year Memory Book, Five Year Diary, One Line
a Day Notebook, Minimalist Pink Cover
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